
FOREST
Charred, twisted, hollow pine stump 
The perfect spot for hide and seek.

Red pines carefully planted in rows long ago, 
Shoulder high aspen saplings trembling in the wind.

A two-track traveling ’48 Packard 
Parked in the same spot by the cabin 
At the end of each visit until it finally quit, 
Left to hold memories and fade into the forest.

By Libby Gunderson

Rusted and moss-covered,  
With nests, current and former, 
Tucked under the hood and 
On the mirror and in the wheel well.

Memories fade with time 
And the forest can help you remember.

THE STORIES
TOLD BY THE
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Sometimes it’s been a sprint and 
other times a slow, winding 
journey, these 25 years of 

protecting land and water in northeast 
Michigan. Although I’ve been here a 
little less than a third of that time, 
how cool has it been to see all the 
hard work and dreams of our founders 
coming true right before our eyes? 
From that first meeting of concerned, 
conservation-minded citizens in Mio, 
to the many years of volunteers at the 
helm, to where we are today with a 
full-time professional staff and a whole 
lot of protected land and waterfront!  
That small start, a humble beginning, 
has grown and matured in so many 
ways, offering people a way to protect 
the land they love in a way that was 
not possible before.

This journey hasn’t always been a 
smooth ride. Financial burdens were 
ever-present because we started with 

great passion but meager resources to 
do the work. The support of our donors, 
volunteers and Board Members kept 
HeadWaters going, a little trickle at 
a time.  To the amazement of other 
organizations across the country 
doing similar work, we have never 
paid to extinguish development rights 
or acquire property. All conservation 
easements and preserves have been 
donated, and funding provided 
by people who care deeply about 
protecting land.

So how did things start to change, to get 
us to the place we are now? And what 
about the future and our promise of 
land protection in perpetuity? Besides 
the strong foundation that was laid 25 
years ago and your steadfast support, 
there is one obvious answer, and that 
is the J.A. Woollam Foundation.  The 
reason I was able to join HeadWaters 
Land Conservancy in 2011 was 

because of John Woollam’s generosity.  
The reason we have a match grant 
every year is because of John Woollam.  
And as we enter the next phase of our 
development, it will be because of the 
support of John Woollam.

Because the Foundation wants to 
ensure our work lasts forever, we are 
thrilled to announce the start of the 
J.A. Woollam $250,000 Endowment 
Match Grant! (Once the match grant 
challenge is completed, HeadWaters, 
with your help, will have a corpus 
of $500,000 to draw interest from 
annually, helping us protect more of 
the places we all love in our 11 county 
service area.) Although this endowment 
is not a financial panacea, it is an 
AMAZING opportunity and the start of 
rock-solid permanence, ensuring that 
we grow and expand our efforts. And 
I am thrilled to tell you that we have 
already received our first, generous 
donation of $50,000! We couldn’t ask 
for a better start to our “forever”.  

Thank you for being by our side through 
the first quarter of a century. With your 
help, I can only imagine the news we 
will have to share with you 25 years 
from now. YOU make all the difference. 

Celebrating

J.A. Woollam
$250,000
Endowment
Match Grant

and the Gift 
of our Future25

Years
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As I hope you just read in the previous article, the 
J. A. Woollam Foundation is doing incredible things 
with HeadWaters Land Conservancy. And not only 

are we working toward creating an amazing “tomorrow” but 
also making it possible that we have funding for the work 
that is happening today. 

There is a great challenge in fundraising for two very different 
goals at the same time. This is a first for HeadWaters and we 
want to be successful in achieving both of these match grants!  
And the reality is many of you will only be able to support us 
for our present day operations OR for the future endowment, 
and we understand. But we also know that you want to be 
made aware of these rare and fortunate opportunities that 
we are experiencing today! And maybe this will inspire some 
of you to give in a way you never have in the past. No matter 
what, we are so very grateful for each and every one of you!

If you are able to help us reach our increased 2018 Match 
Grant Goal of $70,000, thank you so much! You and the J. A. 
Woollam Foundation continue to take us to new heights, year-
after-year! Please call the office if you have any questions or 
prefer to give a donation over the phone.

YOU DONATE

$50,000 Challenge

J.A. Woollam 
Foundation  
Match Grant

Extended to
$70,000!

Together,
we save 

land 
forever! 
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Kevin Townsend and his 
wife Sue recently donated a 
Conservation Easement on 

their 56 acre Pigeon River property in 
Otsego County.  With financial support 
from The Carls Foundation and Rocky 
Mountain Elk Foundation, HeadWaters 
Land Conservancy will be able to 
protect the property’s forests, wetlands, 
and 1800’ of Pigeon River frontage now 
and for generations to come!

Kevin was born and raised in Gaylord 
but has lived in the southwestern US 
since finishing high school.  Kevin and 
Sue are retired and live in Broomfield, 
Colorado; Kevin travels to the Pigeon 
River at least once a year to fish and 
enjoy the property’s peacefulness. Most 
conservation easement donors love 
their property not just for its natural 
resources, but also for the wonderful 
memories made there with family and 
friends.  We asked Kevin to share a 
little bit about his property and why he 
wanted to protect it.

“I received the property from my 
Grandfather and Grandmother, Wayne 
and Dove Townsend.  My Grandparents 
obtained the property in the 50s and 
used it for a fishing and hunting get-a-
way for many decades. I can remember 
driving out of the cabin in the evening 
from fishing and having to wait for 
large numbers of elk to clear off the 
two track we used to get to Dudd Rd. 
Brook trout have been my favorite 
since catching my first one with my 

Grandfather. Remember the old wicker 
fishing creels that you stuffed with 
wet grass from along the river that 
kept your catch cool while fishing? I 
still have my Grandfather’s along with 
several of his trout flies and his favorite 
reel.   My first deer was shot on the 
property the first deer season I was old 
enough to get a license.”

“I’ve always wanted to preserve the 
legacy my Grandparents left me so I 
researched over the years how to do 
that with the Pigeon River property.  I 
looked into land conservancies and was 
pleased to find HeadWaters right there 
in my hometown. I contacted them 
and walked the land with their staff 
when I was back in Michigan.  I have 
been very happy with the guidance 
and professionalism they have shown 
through the entire process to make 
this happen.  I would also like to thank 
the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, 
which I am a member, for helping fund 
the CE along with the other donors 
that together made this all possible.”

Protecting the 
Pigeon River The Pigeon River runs through the Townsend property

Thank 
you Kevin 
and Sue 

Townsend
THE CARLS FOUNDATION
ROCKY MOUNTAIN ELK 

FOUNDATION
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We recently received grant funding 
through the Otsego County 
Community Foundation from The 

Brendan Gorney Fund, The Treetops Charity 
Fund and The Rotary Club of Gaylord to begin 
construction of a boardwalk at the Sturgeon 
River Preserve. The Preserve is located between 
Gaylord and Vanderbilt on Whitmarsh Road 
3 miles east of Old 27 North. The Preserve is 
about 40 acres with a mile long trail system 
going throughout it. 

When completed, the boardwalk will have a 
380’ section coming from the trailhead along 
the Sturgeon River to an 8’ x 10’ platform with 
another 60’ section connecting the boardwalk 
to the existing trail. It will also meet ADA 
standards for accessibility which means it will 
give everyone a chance to enjoy the beauty of 
the Sturgeon River Preserve. 

But… receiving this funding was just step one, 
now we need you. We are planning a work day in 
September to make this boardwalk a reality. We 
are looking for volunteers to help clear the path 
for the boardwalk as well as move lumber and 
help build the boardwalk itself.  Interested in 
helping?  Call the HWLC office or email lthoms@
headwatersconservancy.org.

We believe in The Power of One Day. The 
impact volunteers can make in just one day 
will help us bring this amazing project, which 
will allow so many more people access to the 
Sturgeon River Preserve, to fruition. 

The Power 
of One Day

Sturgeon River from the platform site
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CAUGHT ON CAMERA
at HWLC Nature Preserves

Enter for a chance to with coaching from 
Professional Shotgun Shooter and World 
Record Coach Patric L. Lieke for the whole 
squad at the shool! Call 989-731-0573 for 
details on your chance to wind.

This year we have been given a wonderful 
opportunity to raffle off the chance to spend 
the shoot with  Patrick L. Lieske. Patrick 

has offered his services as a coach during 
the shoot to the winning team of the raffle. 
Information about Patrick can be found 
at http://www.patlieske.com/.

Tickets are $20 a piece or 6 for $100. Call 
(989)731-0573 for your chance to win. The 
winner will be drawn the morning of the 
shoot on August 25th.

Ruffled grouse at Sturgeon River Preserve Fox at Big Lake Preserve

Bobcat at Sturgeon River Preserve

2018 Hotshots for HeadWaters Update

Deer at Luneack Preserve
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HeadWaters  
Land Conservancy
110 South Elm Avenue 
Gaylord, MI 49735

989-731-0573 
www.headwatersconservancy.org 
land@headwatersconservancy.org
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S TAFF Partners in
HeadWaters would like to say thank you to the passionate conservationists 
and CE donors at Big Creek Lodge for hosting the first in a series of meetings.  
This gathering was an informal, educational event, focused on protecting land 
and water resources in Crawford County.  We were fortunate to have beautiful 
weather, a perfect location, libations and a lively discussion with the guests 
who came to learn about protecting the land they love.  Our next meeting will 
be in September, focusing on Ogemaw County and the opportunity for hunting 
& fishing club lands to be conserved.

West Branch of Big Creek

Conservation
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